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Aim. To examine whether the baseline 25-hydroxyvitamin D [25(OH)D] level was predictive of the onset of prediabetes or type 2
diabetes (T2DM) in the Chinese population. Methods. This was a 4-year follow-up study that was conducted in the Chengdu region
of China as part of the China National Diabetes and Metabolic Disorders Study. The study included 490 participants that were free
of prediabetes and type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) at baseline and had complete data by follow-up examinations. Glucose, insulin,
and 25(OH)D levels were measured at baseline and at 4 years later. Prediabetes and T2DM were deﬁned by results obtained from an
oral glucose tolerance test. Results. Over a 4-year follow-up, 95 (48.5‰) developed prediabetes and 31 (15.8‰) individuals
developed diabetes. Low 25(OH)D status was signiﬁcantly associated with the risk of developing prediabetes [OR 3.01 (95% CI:
1.50–6.06), P = 0 002] and T2DM [OR 5.61 (95% CI: 1.73–18.27), P = 0 004] after adjustment for multiple potential
confounders. In a multiple linear regression analysis, low baseline levels of 25(OH)D were an independent predictor of
increased insulin resistance over a 4-year period (P < 0 05). Conclusions. The current prospective study suggests that low
25(OH)D levels might have contributed to the incidence of prediabetes or T2DM in Chinese individuals. This trial is registered
with TR-CCH-ChiCTR-OCS-09000361.

1. Introduction
Type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) is a heterogeneous group
of disorders resulting from the combination of genetic predisposition, behavioral, nutritional, and environmental risk
factors [1]. The pathogenesis of T2DM involves the development of a relative deﬁciency in insulin secretion and insulin
resistance [1]. There is strong evidence that nutritional risk
factors play an important role in pancreatic β-cell physiology
with emphasis on their eﬀects on insulin secretion [2]. The
modiﬁable risk factors like the nutrients related to β-cell dysfunction may be manipulated as an eﬀective way to treat and/
or prevent diabetes mellitus.
Vitamin D, as a critical and essential micronutrient for
human health, has received widespread attention for numerous nonskeletal eﬀects, including its potential in pancreatic

insulin secretion and insulin action [3]. Epidemiological
studies indicate that vitamin D deﬁciency is widespread in
those with diabetes [4]. There is also ample evidence to
suggest that a low level of serum 25-hydroxyvitamin D
[25(OH)D], a generally accepted indicator of vitamin D
status, is inversely associated with impaired glucose tolerance
(IGT) and diabetes [5–7]. Moreover, higher vitamin D
intakes are signiﬁcantly associated with a lower risk of type
2 diabetes (T2DM) [8] and vitamin D and calcium supplementation can even improve glucose homeostasis in adults
with impaired fasting glucose (IFG) [9].
In China, Chengdu plain has one of the lowest annual
sunshine totals nationally and most days are cloudy and
overcast even if without rain. Hypovitaminosis D is common
in the area of the population inhabiting this region. However,
little is known regarding whether vitamin D insuﬃciency or
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deﬁciency plays an important role in the heightened prevalence of prediabetes and diabetes among individuals in
China. Further, several clinical trials showed that 25(OH)D
levels might have no eﬀect on glycemia or the incidence of
diabetes [10, 11].
Therefore, the aim of our study was to evaluate the
relationship between circulating vitamin D and incident prediabetes or T2DM in the Chinese population living in
Chengdu plain.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Population. The participants in this study were
aged 20–74 years and were enrolled in the China National
Diabetes and Metabolic Disorders Study [12], which was a
4-year follow-up study that aimed to determine the prevalence and incidence of T2DM and metabolic disorders.
Subjects registered were permanent residents in Yulin
Community and Long Quanyi District within Chengdu of
Sichuan province from June to August 2007.
Among the 856 participants considered, 174 were
excluded because they already presented with hyperglycemia
at baseline; 132 were lost to follow-up and 6 subjects died; 42
were excluded because of liver dysfunction, renal dysfunction, cancer, severe gastrointestinal disorders, or were taking
vitamin D supplements; 12 were excluded because of incomplete data. This left 490 participants to be included in the
present study.
The study was approved by the Drugs/Medical Apparatus and Instruments Ethics Committee at the China
Japan Friendship Hospital (07020470055); all procedures
performed in studies involving human participants were
in accordance with the ethical standards of the institutional and/or national research committee and with the
1964 Helsinki declaration and its later amendments or
comparable ethical standards, and all subjects gave their
informed consent.
2.2. Assessment of Vitamin D Status. Fasting blood samples
were collected from June to August 2007, and serum
samples were stored at −80°C until assayed. The season
selected for blood collection was always in the summer.
Vitamin D status was measured as serum 25(OH)D using
enzyme immunoassay kits (IDS Ltd., UK). The intra-assay
and interassay coeﬃcients of variation for 25(OH)D was
4.7% and 5.5%, respectively. Serum 25(OH)D was measured
in the 682 participants without prediabetes or diabetes at
baseline. After four years of follow-up, 490 subjects who
met the inclusion criteria were ﬁnally analyzed in this study.
2.3. Ascertainment of Incident Diabetes. The incidence of
diabetes at follow-up was deﬁned by undergoing an oral
glucose-tolerance test [fasting plasma glucose (FPG)
≥7 mmol/L or a 2-hour plasma glucose (2 h–PG) test
post-OGTT ≥ 11.1 mmol/L], or treatment with insulin or
oral hypoglycemic agents.
2.4. Questionnaire and Anthropometrics. Trained staﬀ
administered a standardized questionnaire to each subject.
Demographic characteristics, life style risk factors, family
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history, medical history, and anthropometric parameters
were collected during the survey. Further details of these data
have been described in our previous study [13].
2.5. Diagnostic Criteria. The 1999 World Health Organization (WHO) diagnostic criteria were used to diagnose diabetes, IFG, and IGT [14]. Prediabetes was deﬁned as either IFG
or IGT. Hyperglycemia included a diagnosis of diabetes or
prediabetes. The homeostasis model assessment of insulin
resistance (HOMA-IR) and insulin sensitive index composite (ISIcomp) were used to estimate insulin sensitivity.
The β-cell function was quantiﬁed as the ratio of the
incremental insulin to glucose responses over the ﬁrst
30 min during the OGTT (ΔI30/ΔG30). The latter was also
adjusted for insulin sensitivity as it modulates β-cell function [(ΔI30/ΔG30)/HOMA-IR] [15].
2.6. Statistical Analysis. Baseline characteristics are presented
according to quartiles of baseline 25(OH)D levels. Categorical data are presented as percentages and continuous
variables as means ± one standard deviation about the mean
(normally distributed variables) or as medians with interquartile ranges (skewed variables). Variables following a
nonnormal distribution were logarithmically transformed
(natural logarithm) before use in parametric analyses. The
Pearson’s chi-square test was used to test diﬀerences for
baseline categorical variables. The diﬀerences in continuous
variables between 25(OH)D groups were tested by analysis of
variance (ANOVA). Logistic regression analyses were
performed with incident prediabetes or T2DM as the binary
outcome variable and 25(OH)D groups as the explanatory
variable. The association between the 25(OH)D level at baseline and the change in insulin resistance or β-cell function
was quantiﬁed by multiple linear regression. The SPSS version
16.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL) statistical software program was
used to perform statistical analyses. An alpha value of P <
0 05 was considered to indicate statistical signiﬁcance.

3. Results
Figure 1 shows the ﬂow of participants across the study. At
baseline, 856 subjects aged 18–70 years were included, of
which, 718 had a second examination four years later. Of
these, 490 subjects (180 males and 310 females) who were
free of known diabetes or prediabetes at baseline were
divided into three groups on the basis of their glucose metabolism status at the end of a four-year follow-up [i.e., normal
glucose tolerance (NGT), prediabetes, or T2DM].
The current study participants were aged 45.8 ± 13.5
years, and 63.3% of the subjects recruited were women. The
range of 25(OH)D levels was 13.93–80.30 nmol/L. In
Table 1, the clinical characteristics and biochemical variables
were compared according to quartiles of baseline 25(OH)D
levels. At baseline, no signiﬁcant diﬀerences in plasma glucose and insulin concentration obtained during the OGTT
were found between the 4 groups. Moreover, insulin sensitivity (including HOMA-IR and ISIcomp) and β-cell function
(including ΔI30/ΔG30 and (ΔI30/ΔG30)/HOMA-IR) were
also comparable between the 4 groups.
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856 subjects were enrolled at baseline (2007)

The exclusion criteria (n = 174):
(1) Prediabetes at baseline (n = 113)
(2) Type 2 diabetes at baseline (n = 61)

682 subjects were evaluated 4 years later (2011)

Drop out (n = 193)
(1) Lost to follow-up (n = 132)
(2) Decease (n = 6)
(3) Incomplete data (n = 12)
(4) Subjects with liver dysfunction, renal
dysfunction, cancer, or severe gastrointestinal
disorders during 4-year follow-up (n = 17)
(5) Subjects who had been taking vitamin D
supplements during 4-year follow-up ( n = 25)

490 subjects were analyzed

Figure 1: Flow chart of study participants in the study cohort.

There were 1937 person-years of follow-up with an average follow-up period of 3.95 years. During the follow-up
period, 95 (19.4%) subjects developed prediabetes (including
isolated IFG, isolated IGT, or IFG plus IGT), 31 (6.3%) subjects developed T2DM, and 364 subjects remained normoglycemic. The incidence of prediabetes and T2DM was 48.5
events per 1000 patient-years and 15.8 events per 1000
patient-years, respectively. The 4-year longitudinal study
showed that low 25(OH)D levels were associated with
the risk of onset of prediabetes [OR 3.01(95% CI 1.50–
6.06), P = 0 002] and T2DM [OR 5.61 (95% CI 1.73–
18.27), P = 0 004] in the analyses that were adjusted for
age, gender, family history of diabetes, and changes in
the values for BMI, WHR, SBP, DBP, TG, and TC and
in physical activity, smoking status, and alcohol consumption during follow-up (Table 2).
Low baseline levels of 25(OH)D were an independent
predictor of an increase in HOMA-IR and a decrease in the
ISIcomp in subjects who developed hyperglycemia, including
prediabetes and T2DM, after adjusting for confounding factors (P < 0 05; Table 3).

4. Discussion
In this study, we prospectively reported that low 25(OH)D
levels predicted the onset of prediabetes and T2DM in the
Chinese population. These data suggest that 25(OH)D may

be involved in the development and pathophysiology of prediabetes and T2DM. Additionally, apart from the associations between baseline 25(OH)D levels and incidences of
prediabetes and diabetes, we also assessed the relationship
between baseline 25(OH)D levels and changes in insulin
resistance and β-cell function at follow-up.
Previous studies have demonstrated that the level of
25(OH)D was signiﬁcantly lower in human subjects with
impaired glucose tolerance or T2DM [16, 17]. In this study,
we also found that subjects who developed prediabetes or
T2DM 4 years later were prone to lower 25(OH)D levels
at baseline (data not shown). Therefore, we extrapolate
that the reduction in circulating 25(OH)D levels in a
Chinese population occurred before the onset of prediabetes
or T2DM.
In the 4-year prospective analysis, logistic regression
models further revealed that low 25(OH)D levels were independently predictive of the development of hyperglycemia,
including prediabetes and T2DM. At the end of follow-up,
the normoglycemic subjects with the lower quartile of
25(OH)D at baseline had a higher risk of prediabetes and
T2DM, as compared with those with the upper quartile of
25(OH)D levels. The adverse eﬀects of low serum vitamin
D levels on increasing prediabetes or T2DM risks may be
related to its eﬀect on promoting β-cell function and insulin
sensitivity [18, 19]. We found that low 25(OH)D levels were
an independent predictor of an increase in insulin resistance,
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Table 1: Characteristics at entry according to quartiles of baseline 25(OH)D level in subjects who were initially normoglycemic.

Range of 25(OH)D (nmol/L)
n
Percent women n (%)
Age (years)
Current smoking n (%)
Drinking n (%)
Leisure-time physical activity n (%)
Family history of diabetes n (%)
BMI (kg/m2)
WHR
SBP (mmHg)
DBP (mmHg)
FPG (mmol/L)
0.5 h PG (mmol/L)
2 h PG (mmol/L)
TG (mmol/L)
TC (mmol/L)
LDL-C (mmol/L)
HDL-C (mmol/L)
Fasting insulin (μU/mL)
0.5 h insulin (μU/mL)
2 h insulin (μU/mL)
HOMA-IR
ISIcomp
ΔI30/ΔG30
(ΔI30/ΔG30)/HOMA-IR

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

P

13.93–33.56
122
88 (72.1)
44.8 ± 12.8
20 (16.4)
28 (23.0)
98 (80.3)
21 (17.2)
23.1 ± 3.2
0.85 ± 0.11
120.4 ± 18.4
76.8 ± 10.2
4.55 ± 0.56
7.51 ± 1.44
5.38 ± 1.16
1.23 (0.91, 1.68)
5.14 ± 0.96
3.04 ± 0.84
1.50 ± 0.35
7.04 (5.67, 8.65)
34.22 (19.45, 50.41)
25.89 (17.05, 40.32)
1.63 ± 1.06
8.90 ± 3.46
9.17 (4.67, 14.68)
6.04 (3.20, 11.14)

33.57–40.11
123
79 (64.2)
45.2 ± 13.8
28 (22.8)
38 (30.9)
115 (93.5)
16 (13.0)
22.8 ± 3.0
0.86 ± 0.08
118.5 ± 19.99
75.9 ± 10.4
4.62 ± 0.53
7.74 ± 1.76
5.52 ± 1.11
1.12 (0.89, 1.58)
4.95 ± 0.99
2.89 ± 0.79
1.47 ± 0.36
6.79 (5.37, 8.79)
29.74 (19.31, 44.19)
27.26 (18.45, 41.98)
1.53 ± 0.69
9.39 ± 4.30
7.38 (4.36, 16.83)
5.68 (3.02, 12.32)

40.12–46.38
123
80 (65.0)
45.6 ± 13.5
20 (16.3)
22 (17.9)
98 (79.7)
12 (9.8)
23.5 ± 3.2
0.86 ± 0.08
115.1 ± 14.6
74.1 ± 8.7
4.63 ± 0.49
7.49 ± 1.66
5.45 ± 1.13
1.17 (0.90, 1.67)
4.95 ± 0.88
2.95 ± 0.81
1.41 ± 0.32
6.65 (5.31, 8.60)
30.66 (18.40, 53.34)
23.88 (16.34, 42.92)
1.48 ± 0.55
9.20 ± 3.31
8.81 (4.10, 16.43)
6.49 (3.0, 13.90)

46.39–80.30
122
63 (51.6)
47.8 ± 13.8
25 (20.5)
36 (29.5)
96 (78.7)
17 (13.9)
23.2 ± 3.1
0.86 ± 0.08
118.2 ± 17.9
76.2 ± 10.1
4.63 ± 0.68
7.89 ± 1.69
5.44 ± 1.02
1.12 (0.89, 1.76)
4.92 ± 1.03
3.00 ± 0.92
1.36 ± 0.34
6.71 (5.44, 8.68)
34.70 (20.53, 57.95)
24.02 (16.27, 38.52)
1.51 ± 0.61
9.06 ± 3.64
9.54 (4.34, 17.90)
6.88 (3.37, 11.76)

—
—
0.010
0.311
0.485
0.068
0.005
0.397
0.380
0.711
0.145
0.165
0.268
0.158
0.843
0.842
0.255
0.515
0.005
0.425
0.720
0.672
0.471
0.862
0.889
0.835

Data is expressed as mean ± standard deviation, median (interquartile range), or percentage. 25(OH)D: 25-hydroxyvitamin D; Q: quartile; BMI: body mass
index; WHR: waist/hip ratio; SBP: systolic blood pressure; DBP: diastolic blood pressure; FPG: fasting plasma glucose; TG: triglyceride; TC: total cholesterol;
HDL-C: high-density lipoprotein cholesterol; LDL-C: low-density lipoprotein cholesterol; HOMA-IR: homeostasis model of assessment for insulin
resistance index; ISIcomp: insulin sensitive index composite; ΔI30/ΔG30: the ratio of the incremental insulin to glucose responses over the ﬁrst 30 min
during the OGTT.

as assessed by HOMA-IR and ISIcomp, in subjects who
developed hyperglycemia, including prediabetes and
T2DM. Similarly, a signiﬁcant inverse association has been
found between the baseline 25(OH)D level and the risk of
hyperglycemia and insulin resistance in the Ely populationbased prospective study [20]. Moreover, the Australian Diabetes, Obesity and Lifestyle study has also proposed that
higher serum 25OHD levels were associated with improved
insulin sensitivity, as assessed by HOMA-S [21]. From a
physiologic perspective point of view, 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin
D can stimulate the pancreatic β-cell to secrete insulin [22].
Vitamin D can also reduce inﬂammation, maintain the levels
of Ca2+ and ROS at their normal low physiological levels, and
maintain the epigenome, through which it can alleviate the
onset of insulin resistance [23]. Additionally, vitamin D can
stimulate the expression of the insulin receptor and thereby
enhance insulin responsiveness for glucose transport [24].
So, vitamin D deﬁciency may result in a decreased insulin
release and insulin resistance and then contributes to the
onset of diabetes. Data from observational studies, especially
several longitudinal observational cohort studies [25, 26],

showed the inverse association between 25(OH)D concentration and incident diabetes and indicated that 25(OH)D concentration was a strong biomarker of diabetes risk. Similar
result has been observed in our cohort study.
In the past, it has been suggested that 25(OH)D levels
varied with age, ethnicity, genetic background, dietary intake
of vitamin D, and so on. Hypovitaminosis D is a common
condition in older people [27]. Moreover, some ethnic
groups have lower vitamin D levels, which may be due to
their skin pigmentation [28]. Individuals with darker skin
pigmentation are more likely to have low 25(OH)D [4].
Other genetic factors, such as genetic polymorphisms of vitamin D-binding protein (DBP) or vitamin D receptor (VDR),
may aﬀect vitamin D status and may play a role in impaired
glucose tolerance or T2DM. DBP polymorphisms can
inﬂuence bioactive 25(OH)D levels through changes in the
ratio of free/bound hormones [29]. Moreover, DBP polymorphisms 1S and 2 were associated with higher fasting plasma
insulin in Japanese [30]. Research by Ortlepp et al. indicated
that the BB genotype of Bsml VDR polymorphisms in men
was associated with higher fasting glucose [31]. In addition,

26.2 (32/122)
18.7 (23/123)
18.7 (23/123)
13.9 (17/122)
—
—
—

3.01 (1.50–6.06)
1.68 (0.81–3.46)
1.64 (0.80–3.38)
1.00 (reference)
1.04 (1.02–1.06)
3.91 (2.10–7.27)
—
<0.001
<0.001
—

0.002
0.163
0.178

P value

9.8 (12/122)
6.5 (8/123)
4.1 (5/123)
4.9 (6/122)
—
—
—

5.61 (1.73–18.27)
2.12 (0.64–7.02)
1.77 (0.48–6.58)
1.00 (reference)
1.07 (1.03–1.10)
4.16 (1.52–11.36)
7.14 (2.86–17.81)

Risk of incident diabetes
Diabetes incidence % (n/ntotal)
OR (95% CI)

<0.001
0.005
<0.001

0.004
0.217
0.561

P value

OR was calculated with the use of binary logit model (forward conditional). Adjusted for age, sex, FH of diabetes, change in BMI, change in WHR, change in SBP, change in TG, changes in TC, physical activity,
smoking status, and alcohol consumption during follow-up. 25(OH)D: 25-hydroxyvitamin D; Q: quartile; FH: family history; WHR: waist/hip ratio; BMI: body mass index; SBP: systolic blood pressure; DBP:
diastolic blood pressure; TC: total cholesterol; TG: triglyceride.

†

Age
FH of diabetes
Sex (male)

25(OH)D† (nmol/L)

Q1 (13.93–33.56)
Q2 (33.57–40.11)
Q3 (40.12–46.38)
Q4 (46.39–80.30)
—
—
—

Risk of incident prediabetes
Prediabetes incidence % (n/ntotal)
OR (95% CI)

Table 2: Multiple logistic regression analyses of the prospective association between baseline 25(OH)D status and 4-year diabetes incidence.
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Table 3: Standardized β-coeﬃcients from multiple linear regression analysis of glucose metabolism, insulin resistance, and insulin secretory
capacity in the 4-year longitudinal study in subgroups.
Change in
HOMA-IR
β
P

Prediabetes†

Type 2 diabetes†

25(OH)D
FH of diabetes
Change in BMI
Change in SBP
Change in TG
Change in TC
25(OH)D
FH of diabetes
Change in BMI
Change in SBP
Change in TG
Change in TC

−0.151
0.142
0.140
0.070
0.056
0.039
−0.203
0.147
0.082
0.081
0.089
0.069

0.001
0.003
0.003
0.136
0.235
0.826
0.001
0.001
0.066
0.073
0.050
0.125

β

Change in
ISIcomp

0.050
−0.127
−0.074
−0.023
0.013
−0.116
0.129
−0.156
−0.029
−0.045
0.006
−0.129

P
0.303
0.009
0.128
0.632
0.785
0.018
0.006
0.001
0.538
0.331
0.906
0.006

Change in ΔI30/
ΔG30
β
P
−0.048
−0.089
0.048
−0.084
0.006
−0.040
−0.053
−0.084
0.042
−0.082
−0.042
0.009

0.342
0.072
0.342
0.095
0.913
0.428
0.277
0.080
0.392
0.089
0.386
0.179

Change in (ΔI30/
ΔG30)/HOMA-IR
β
P
−0.047
−0.099
−0.009
−0.103
0.005
−0.033
−0.048
−0.092
−0.012
−0.099
0.007
−0.035

0.328
0.042
0.854
0.034
0.915
0.502
0.306
0.050
0.804
0.035
0.875
0.455

β-coeﬃcient was calculated with the use of multiple linear regression analysis (forward). †Independent variables included in the regression model: baseline
25(OH)D level, age, sex, FH of diabetes, change in BMI, change in WHR, change in SBP, change in TG, and change in TC, physical activity, smoking status,
and alcohol consumption during follow-up. 25(OH)D: 25-hydroxyvitamin D; FH: family history; WHR: waist/hip ratio; BMI: body mass index; SBP: systolic
blood pressure; TC: total cholesterol; TG: triglyceride; HOMA-IR: homeostasis model of assessment for insulin resistance index; ISIcomp: insulin sensitive
index composite; ΔI30/ΔG30: the ratio of the incremental insulin to glucose responses over the ﬁrst 30 min during the OGTT.

low 25(OH)D levels were linked to increased risk for developing peripheral neuropathy [32], nephropathy [33], and
retinopathy [34] in T2DM patients. Therefore, early screening and correction of vitamin D deﬁciency in the high-risk
population might have a beneﬁcial eﬀect on the onset and
progress of T2DM.
In this study, we divided the participants into four
groups according to quartiles of serum 25(OH)D concentration, instead of the diagnostic criteria of vitamin D
deﬁciency and insuﬃciency in the Endocrine Society Clinical Practice Guideline, with the overarching objective of
studying associations between serum 25(OH)D and the
incidence of prediabetes and diabetes. This is because vitamin D deﬁciency or insuﬃciency universally exists in the
general population that inhabits the Chengdu plain. Only
three subjects (0.6%) had serum 25(OH)D ≥ 75 nmol, and
seventy-one (14.2%) had serum 25(OH)D ≥ 50 nmol in
our study (data not shown).
Some limitations of our study should be considered.
First, the gold standard techniques for assessing insulin
resistance and β-cell function (i.e., a clamp study) were
not used in the present study; however, we have used
some more common and suitable methods in epidemiological studies, such as HOMA-IR, ISIcomp, ΔI30/ΔG30,
and (ΔI30/ΔG30)/HOMA-IR. Second, although all blood
samples were taken in the summer season, the data on
sun exposure time, use of sunscreen, and dietary habits were
not collected in our study. Last, because this was an observational study, residual confounding cannot be excluded and
may impact the association of serum 25(OH)D levels with
the observed outcomes.
In conclusion, in this prospective study, our data illustrated an independent association between 25(OH)D levels

and the onset of hyperglycemia, including prediabetes and
T2DM. In addition, 25(OH)D deﬁciency might increase
insulin resistance in apparently healthy Chinese individuals.
However, since this is an observational study, further welldesigned and large prospective studies and RCT are needed
to clarify the role of vitamin D in glucose metabolism and
the etiology of T2DM.
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